
 

People – the best experience is no experience
Quick & easy access to devices 
Seamless access to applications  
Reduce password overload

Collaborative Workspaces – frictionless teamwork  
Provisioning people with collaboration tools they need 
Fewer security barriers at designated sites 
Ability to hot desk 

Digital TransformationGoing PasswordlessMerging DirectoriesFrictionless MFA

Improve UX with Identity Management

Identity Security Features

Identity management has evolved to take its place at the forefront of any organisation wishing to deliver the best IT user experience possible. It does this by
supporting organisations to cleanly log every user into the right IT systems for them to do their job. 

 
This plays a critical part in new joiners, movers within the organisation and leavers too. Increasingly, we have to ask users to go through multi-factor

authentication (MFA) due to mandatory standards from applications and systems and there's a few ways to do this ranging from USB plug-in, smartphone
software, NFC, and biometric.

 
The goal for any well-implemented, modern identity management strategy is to deliver all of this enablement and protection as frictionlessly as possible, so that all

that they think about is logging on from whatever device they’re on, wherever they are, easily.

Workspace Flexibility – work anywhere, any way 
Enable secure remote working  with MFA
BYOD 
Streamlining work equipment

Employee & Employer Choice – balancing UX & effective working 
Tailor access to relevant systems only
Flexible security options
Control and visibility 

Opportunity Spotter

Security Projects



THE PROBLEM THE SOLUTION
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“We’ve got a big influx of staff coming in & we're worried about
setting them up before day one”

“We want to automate joiners, movers & leavers access to applications.
What more can we do to make a new starters experience better?”

Input users once & provision them out to relevant applications,
meaning new starters have immediate access through one login

Use workflows to automate emails to new starters and to help them
get up and running in the right groups on collaboration tools.

“My staff are constantly getting locked out their systems” One password & one process to log in once for all applications

“I’ve got far too many passwords to remember”
One reset process, or complete removal of passwords, making IT

Teams less busy & allowing more time for quicker responses

“My system is really secure…but it’s a real pain to get through security!”
Use an adaptable security process that suits you whilst still protecting

your applications

“We want to implement a BYOD policy to make things easier for
employees"

Ensure any device that accesses corporate applications are meeting
relevant security standards eg. Check an iPhone is not jailbroken

“How can I allow my staff to work remotely but keep secure?"
Easily set more stringent authentication processes for when people

are outside of trusted networks like in the office

"I want all of my employees to be able to hot-desk & still access what
they need" Securely work with any device, anywhere & with ease

Improve UX with Identity Management


